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ABSTRACT

This chapter discusses some common points of Distance Education and Photography in the context of meta-communication. Distance Education is a system. Therefore, it has a peculiar structure like all other systems, it is composed for heterogeneous student masses, but is accounted as having an individualistic quality. Distance Education is an intact system.

No room for discrepancy, hesitation, disagreement, intellectual fantasies, et cetera. It perfectly represents the humanistic tradition in postmodern times. Distance Education is a meta-communication problematic. Everything can be taught by Distance Education because there are innumerous programs ranging from business administration to literature....

But to what extent can it be taught? There are the heteronyms of this problem such as Polanyi’s “tacit knowledge” or Hegel’s/Agamben’s Eleusinian Mystery. In Distance Education publications there is a current use of photographic illustrations; Photography itself is also a Distance Education program. Distance Education culture and Photography culture have also same mythological origins like Kairos and Mnemosyne.
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INTRODUCTION

I lecture photography. The History of Photography, The Theories of Photography, Iconography and The Art of Photography, The Culture of Photography, Project in Photography etc. And sometimes, in fact very rarely I write essays about photography. Because no need that the already written things shall be rewritten by me. Besides, I believe in the ephemera nature and the originality of one single lesson. But still I feel suspicious about the situation. Is the manner I prefer emerging from a mindset of nobodiness peculiar to the Third World or is it an ordinary idleness?

Two years ago, I got a proposal from the authorities of Anadolu University which is one of the universities I lecture in and which has a global achievement about the Open Education. The Faculty of Open Education was launching a new program: The Photography! Textbooks would be written for this. They also invited me with a great generosity. I was so glad. Eventually I was becoming someone. The author of a book from which hundreds of students will benefit! I immediately set to work. I attended exciting orientation and coordination meetings. I also began writing. But while I was still in the world of dreams the time was over. My dear colleagues from the Faculty of Open Education, kindly declared that my text was not conforming their standards. Thanks. My one more dream was ended. Just, I have been remained outside of the System, like a science-fiction antagonist... But still I couldn’t help myself remembering this humor: What matters for me is the process, not the conclusion!

DISTANCE EDUCATION AS A SYSTEM

Challenging to identify a system as an individual, isn’t it taking the risk of being paranoiac? Well then, if we change the context and if we want to be a manifest writer rather than an academician:

Because photography was not the problem, in fact there was no problem. Because Open Education was a system, any information within the scope of any program, was valid only if it was formulated within the sense of the Open Education system. No room for critical attitude within the communication of the information. But the direct transfer of the straight data the way that to enable the possibility of criticism was projected. The aforesaid global system had a transparent structure. Within the broadcasting frequency, there were no noise reasons such as censor, discrepancy, hesitation, disagreement. The information was distilled within the Open Education mechanisms for the heterogeneous student masses. These student masses, certainly, forms an extraordinary diversity in terms of age group, profession group, social class, ideological structure, geographical position. The genuine character of the Open Education makes the information directly functional. Besides, the Open Education enables material and moral development in positive terms for millions of people who could not trained during the university study or who wants to develop oneself. Considering the heterogeneous structure of the student mass, the academic mission of the Open Education, may be idealized as it was useful in realizing the postmodern but unfortunately kitsch utopias such as the intercultural alliance or inter-ideology reunification. But the Open Education represents a more classical tradition moreover in postmodern terms: Humanism! The information is preserved, and offered for the universal share of the humanity through the methodological regulations peculiar to the system. The operators of the system communicate with the students of the system by means of the books, television broadcasts, web sites and publications. This is a virtual communication. Again relevantly, the functions of the managers of the Faculty of Open Education, the white-collar workers of the Open Education, the authorities of the Open Education exams, the assisting training center elements relevant to the Open Education system, the publications, the au-
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